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PREAMBLE

Buyback is an “advertising element” of the sales strategy on P2P platforms.

It  comes in many flavours named “buyback guarantee” or “a buyback obligation” or “buyback
promise”.

Its value is not determined by the promises on a website, the nice talk of influencers, bloggers a.s.o.

It is written down in a legal document called “Assignment Agreement”.

Since I am confronted with the Atlantis Financiers law case, in which the nominal value of the
assignment agreement is put into question, one wonders how the industry standard might look like.

Is it a “real guarantee” or only a “promise” or “hope” or has it “no legal basis at all”?

Here’s what Mintos writes about buyback guarantees:

A buyback guarantee is a guarantee issued by the loan originator to the investor for a 
particular loan, that confirms the loan originator will repurchase the loan from the 
investor if that particular loan is delayed by more than 60 days. The buyback guarantee 
is given at an individual loan level … If a loan with a buyback guarantee is delayed by 
more than 60 days, the loan is automatically bought back by the loan originator from the
investor at the nominal value of outstanding principal, plus accrued interest income.

          (quote taken from:https://fififinance.com/us/buyback-guarantee)

#1. GIVEN
We will look at the Assignment Agreements of the following platforms:

1)Afranga/Stik Credit

2)Bondster

3)Kviku.finance

4)Lendermarket

5)Mintos

6)Robo.cash

7)Twino

8)Viainvest
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#2. A MAN WITH A PLAN
As always, I am a man with a plan:

The plan is to extract the legal paragraph from the assignment agreements.

We will ask each platform to comment by email.

We will spread the draft to a limited number of trusted investors to review.

This procedure has proven that we end up with a valuable document.

We will  condense  the  arguments  to  an  A4 page in  the  conclusions,  to  make it  useful  in  legal
proceedings.

#3. DOCUMENT NAMES
Since the documents are private, they will NOT come with the public distribution version.

However, when legal proceedings are concerned, they are very available.

Of every response we will gather a screenshot of the reply by the platforms (email or Telegram)

1)Afranga/Stik Credit:Afranga-Assignment Agreement No. 245144 - 103728 - 21032021 - 
101371.pdf

2)Bondster:Bondster-LoanPurchaseContract.pdf

3)Kviku.finance:Kviku-ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT № 250837-ua.pdf

4)Lendermarket:Lendermarket-Buyback Agreement #2929043.pdf

5)Mintos:Mintos-Agreement_00001-8720404-37301860-11082021-1628688751.pdf

6)Robo.cash:Robo-Cash-2021-01-28 Assignment_agreement (all except RC RIGA).docx

7)Twino:Twino-assignment-agreement-34789753.pdf

8)Viainvest:Viainvest-invest_agreement_9572758.pdf
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#4.AFRANGA/STIK CREDIT  The relevant text:

9.6. In case the Loan Originator exercises the buyback obligations, the buyback price of the Claim 
paid by the Loan originator to the Assignee for the buyback is equal to the total amount of the 
remaining principal amount of the Claim the Assignee holds and accumulated and outstanding 
Interest of the Claim the Assignee holds specified in Afranga’s platform in euros (EUR) as at the 
time of exercising the buyback obligations.

The comment of the Afranga Platform:

The buyback obligation of the Loan originator under art. 9.6. is binding for the parties and if the 
conditions mentioned in art. 9.6. are met, the Loan originator must repurchase the outstanding claim
from the Investor at a price which is calculated as follows: outstanding principal owned by the 
investor + accrued interest. 

The repurchase price is not negotiable

#5.BONDSTER   The relevant text:

 Hello Kárník Jiří, good afternoon.
I have a question about the "Contract for the assignment of a Claim" in the shape as they come from
the Bondster Platform template.
I am involved in a law case, not related to Bondster, in which the Loan Originator wants to 
downgrade the amount of the claim by performing an unilateral haircut.
As a consequence I am making an assessment about the phrasing on other platforms where I am 
invested in.
To be honest, your contract doesn't contains much reference to this matter. This is the reason why I 
write this email.

Can the Bondster Platform confirm that the claim ALWAYS, in case of a buyback, will be honored 
at nominal value (100%)?

 The comment of the Bondster Platform:

Transfer of the Debtors' repayments to the Investors and realization of Buybacks is an obligation of 
the Provider. Suppose the Provider's Virtual Account maintained on the Bondster Portal shows an 
insufficient balance. In that case, it is impossible to make payments through it, including the 
realization of Buybacks and transferring the Debtors' repayments to Investors' Virtual Accounts. 
Everything depends on the Provider's timely fulfillment of its obligations, which means ensuring a 
sufficient balance in its Virtual Account. If the Provider does not have adequate funds in the Virtual 
Account, it is unfortunately impossible to make respective payments.

To answer your question, when there is a sufficient balance on the Provider's Virtual Account, you 
will be honored at a nominal value (100%). Loan Originators on our platform can't decide to 
downgrade the claim amount, as you mentioned.
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  #6.KVIKU.FINANCE

The relevant paragraph in the Assignment Agreement is:

10.3. KVIKU.FINANCE is obliged to ensure repayment of funds under the Claim transferred to the
Assignee (Claim purchaser) under the Assignment Agreement’s conditions by transferring to the
Assignee’s (Claim purchaser’s) account the amount equal to the sum of remaining principal amount
of the Claim purchased by the Assignee (Claim purchaser) and accrued outstanding interest
calculated in accordance with the Interest rate.

Can the Kviku Platform confirm that the claim ALWAYS, in case of a buyback, will be honored at 
nominal value (100%)?

The comment of the Kviku.Finance platform:

Hello Ghislain, Thank you for your email. We confirm.

Best regards,
Alexander Morozov
Investor Relations Department
kviku.finance

#7.LENDERMARKET

Asked Omayra Roig on Telegram:

The relevant paragraph in the Buyback Agreement is:

4.2 The Guarantor hereby unconditionally and irrevocably undertakes to be held liable for the 
Buyback Amount and undertakes to repay the Buyback Amount to the Lender in case the Loan 
Originator fails to do so as set forth in clause 3.1.

Unfortunately in the document there is no irrevocable statement that the "buyback amount" equals 
100% to the bought loan part.

Can the Lendermarket Platform confirm that the claim ALWAYS, in case of a buyback, will be 
honored at nominal value (100%)?

The comment of the LenderMarket Platform:

Lendermarket follows and abides by the obligations stemming from agreements concluded with 
investors using the Lendermarket platform. Concerning the Buyback Amount, as stated in clause 
1.1. of the Buyback Agreement, the terms used in the Buyback Agreement shall have the same 
meaning as ascribed in the Rules of the Platform unless the context otherwise requires. Under Rules
of the Platform (which can be found here: https://www.lendermarket.com/platform-rules), the 
Buyback Amount is defined as a sum of money equal to the value of the nominal value of the 
outstanding principal of the Limited Recourse Loan advanced to the Loan Originator in respect of a 
particular Buyback Listed Loan (plus accrued interest). This is the definition through which the 
relevant obligations under the Buyback Agreement should also be considered.
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#8.MINTOS

The relevant paragraph in the Mintos Assignment Agreement is:

10.4. In case the Loan Originator exercises the buyback obligations, the buyback price of the Claim 
paid by
the Loan Originator to the Assignee for buyback is equal to the total amount of the remaining 
principal
amount of the Claim the Assignee holds and accumulated and outstanding Interest of the Claim the 
Assignee
holds specified in the Platform as at the time of exercising the buyback obligations.

Can the Mintos Platform confirm that the claim ALWAYS, in case of a buyback, will be honored at 
nominal value (100%)?

The comment of the Mintos Platform:

If to answer a question whether the buyback obligation is always at the buyback price which equals 
the nominal value of the claim at the time of buyback being triggered - then the answer is yes. Evita
—Mintos Support Hub.

#9.ROBO.CASH
Asked Anna Robocash on Telegram:

The relevant paragraph in the RoboCash Assignment Agreement is:

1.3. In instance where the Borrower delays the Loan repayment (or its part in accordance with 
conditions of the Loan Agreement) for more than 30 (thirty) Calendar days, Assignor redeems the 
Claim in accordance with Clause 10.2. of the Assignment Agreement, but ROBOCASH undertakes 
to ensure repayment of funds under Claim transferred to the Assignee (Claim purchaser) in 
accordance with conditions of the Assignment, by transferring to the Assignee’s (Claim purchaser’s)
account the amount equal to the sum of remaining principal amount of the Claim purchased by the 
Assignee (Claim purchaser) and accrued outstanding interest calculated in accordance with the 
Interest rate.

Can the RoboCash Platform confirm that the claim ALWAYS, in case of a buyback, will be honored
at nominal value (100%)?

The comment of the RoboCash Platform:

Here is the answer from our lawyer:

Robocash and the loan originator undertake to fulfill buyback guarantee at 100% of the respective 
amount and no deductions are made, nor provided by the applicable rules. So to answer the question
directly, yes, the buyback guarantee is to be fulfilled at nominal value of 100%.
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#10.TWINO
The relevant paragraph in the Twino Assignment Agreement is:

9.5. The buyback price is calculated by applying Clause 8 of the Principal Conditions of the 
Assignment Agreement.

which refers to 8, but susceptible to interpretation, I am afraid.

8.3.1. The Loan principal, which TWINO has received from the Borrower, shall be paid to the 
Assignee, but if the Assignee is one of the Creditors, who have a right of claim for repayment of the
Loan principal, and not the sole Creditor, then the received Loan principal is distributed among the 
Creditors in proportion to each Creditor's claim against the Borrower;

Can the Twino Platform confirm that the claim ALWAYS, in case of a buyback, will be honored at 
nominal value (100%)?

The comment of the Twino Platform:

Paraphrasing the clause 8.3.1. it means that you as an investor in a specific loan can be either the 
sole creditor by investing in full (ex: a loan of 100 EUR is listed on the platform and you make an 
investment of 100 EUR, making you the sole creditor in this loan) or one of several creditors (ex: a 
loan of 100 EUR is listed on the platform and you invest 10 EUR in this loan, meaning you have the
right of claim for 10% of the issued principal amount). 

For a loan with BuyBack Guarantee or Payment Guarantee you will always receive the full 
principal amount as well as interest income calculated for the number of days of your investment. 
The guarantees are there to protect you from loss of funds due to default by the borrower, change of
principal value due to currency fluctuations (except for investments in Currency Exposure loans) 
and other changes in the original loan.

#11.VIAINVEST
The relevant paragraph in the Viainvest Assignment Agreement is:

8.11 The buyback price shall be determined, taking into account the invested, yet
non-repaid principal amount of the Right to Claim. The buyback price includes the
accrued and non-paid Interest of up to 90 days of which first 30 days are foreseen
Interest calculation as a use of invested funds but next 60 (sixty) days as a Interest
accrued as a late payment fee calculation. Viainvest shall ensure that the buyback price
received from the Loan Originator is stored in Viainvest's Bank Account, reflecting this
transaction in the User Account in the Investment Platform. When the buyback price is
transferred by the Loan Originator to the Viainvest's Bank Account, it is deemed to
consider that the Loan Originator has recovered full title of previously assigned stake of
the Loan.
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Because of the phrasing "taking into account, the invested..." this is susceptible to interpretation.

Can the Viainvest Platform confirm that the claim ALWAYS, in case of a buyback, will be honored 
at nominal value (100%)?

The comment of the Viainvest Platform:

Hi there, Ghislain!

It's been a while. Hope you are doing fine.

Yes, I can confirm, that the claim, in case of Buyback guarantee coming into force, will always be 
repaid in full value as per agreements currently in place. 

#12. THE VIAINVEST ---VIVENTOR CONNECTION IN 
THE ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENTS

VIVENTOR VERSION
================
7.3. ViVentor shall process and transfer to the Assignee's User Account the following payments 
received from the Borrower, either fully or partially, in proportion to the
amount of the investment made by the Assignee and taking into account that the right to receive 
payments from the Borrower shall be granted to the Assignee on theday the Right to Claim is 
acquired:
7.3.1. the principal amount of the Loan paid by the Borrower pursuant to the Loan repayment 
schedule;
7.3.2. the Loan Utilisation Interest, contractual penalty and late payment fee paid by the Borrower;
7.3.3. the principal amount of the Loan repaid early by the Borrower and the Loan Utilisation 
Interest calculated to the day of repayment of the remaining principal
amount.

VIAINVEST VERSION
=================
7.3 Viainvest shall process and transfer to the Assignee’s User Account the following payments 
received from the Borrower, either fully or partially, in proportion to the 
amount of the investment made by the Assignee and taking into account that the right to receive 
payments from the Borrower is granted to the Assignee on the day the Right to Claim is acquired:
7.3.1 the principal amount of the Loan paid by the Borrower pursuant to the Loan agreement;
7.3.2 the Interest paid by the Borrower;
7.3.3 the principal amount of the Loan repaid early by the Borrower and the Interest
accrued until the day of repayment of the remaining principal amount.

I intended to follow the trail back to the editor of the assignment agreement, asked Viainvest 
detailed questions and got this reply:

“Our agreements are developed by our legal team and the "taking into account" part is used to 
clarify from what repayable amount is calculated, which is basically the invested principal and 
earned interest up to the Buyback date.”
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Conclusion:

-§7.3 is equal, word by word
-§7.3.1 till §7.3.3 slightly differ.
-Who redacted first? Answer:Inconclusive
 -https://viainvest.com/en/company/our-numbers
  Since its founding in 2009 the company currently operates in 7 countries...
 -https://www.viventor.com/about
  Viventor Platform was established in 2015.

#13.ASSESSMENT
#13.1. We found the origin of Atlantis Financiers idea of the “taking into account- argument.”
          The origin is  or the Viainvest or the Viventor Assignment Agreement.
#13.2. All 8 Platforms confirm that the claim ALWAYS, in case of a buyback, will be honored at 
nominal value (100%) We feel confident this is the INDUSTRY STANDARD.

#14.Version History

V01. 11/08/2021: Layout
V02. 12/08/2021: 5  Replies from Platforms added
V03. 13/08/2021: Replaced the Stik Credit Comment
                              Added the Robo.Cash comments
                              Added the turnover of the platfoms
                              Mintos and Lendermarket still have to reply.
V04. 15/08/2021   Added #12 The Viainvest-Viventor  connection in the Assignment Agreements.
V05. 16/08/2021   Added LenderMarket comments
                              Redaction of the A4 Judge Copy
V06. 20/08/2021   Final Version

We thank each and every Platform for their cooperation.
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